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A function f(x) defined on % = fa, X %* X . X s, where each x1 is totally 
ordered satisfying f (x V y) f (x A y) 2 f(x) f (y), where the lattice operations V 
and A refer to the usual ordering on .%, is said to be multivariate totally positive of 
order 2 (MTP,). A random vector Z = (Z,, Z2,..., Z,) of n-real components is 
MTP, if its density is MTP,. Classes of examples include independent random 
variables, absolute value multinormal whose covariance matrix C satisfies -DC-ID 
with nonnegative off-diagonal elements for some diagonal matrix D, characteristic 
roots of random Wishart matrices, multivariate logistic, gamma and F distributions, 
and others. Composition and marginal operations preserve the MTP, properties. 
The MTP, property facilitate the characterization of bounds for confidence sets, the 
calculation of coverage probabilities, securing estimates of multivariate ranking, in 
establishing a hierarchy of correlation inequalities, and in studying monotone 
Markov processes. Extensions on the theory of MTP, kernels are presented and 
amplified by a wide variety of applications. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW 
Many classical and constantly arising inequalities in mathematical 
analysis, probability, and statistics merely express the property that a given 
function or signed measure belongs to a certain convex cone or its dual. 
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More specifically, two finite measures (I, and uZ defined on a set A in 
Euclidean n-space (R”) fulfilling the relations 
1 fdGj .fdo, (1.1) 
A A 
for all bounded functions f belonging to some prescribed convex cone .T 
asserts that the signed measure cr2 -u, belong to the “dual cone” of X. We 
write (1.1) symbolically as 
u* >.TJ,. (l-2) 
When F comprises the collection of monotone functions on R” then the 
common terminology is that o2 is stochastically larger than or. When Y- 
consists of all convex functions then the ordering (1.1) is often referred to as 
o2 dilates u,. Many extensions and abstract versions of these concepts serve 
in studies of Banach spaces and for the exposition of Choquet theory (e.g., 
see Phelps [41], Alfsen [2]). Important contributions directed to the 
objective of classifying and characterizing the ordering relation of (1.2) 
include works of Hardy, Littlewood, and Polya [ 161, Strassen [52], Meyer 
[39, part 31, and Preston [43], among others. 
Dilation of measures in its one-dimensional version is synonymous to the 
notion of “rnajorization.” For a concrete setting of “majorization,” including 
a wealth of applications and references, see Marshall and Olkin [38]. 
Dilation and comparisons of distributions for symmetric sampling schemes 
from finite populations appear in Kemperman [3 1 ] and Karlin [25 1. 
Measures of association and related probabilistic inequalities provide 
further notions and methodologies for comparing measures. These ideas and 
techniques play an important role in many diverse areas including reliability 
systems (e.g., Esary, Proschan, and Walkup [ 121, Barlow and Proschan [4]), 
in problems of multivariate hypotheses testing and monotonicity criteria of 
power functions (e.g., Perlman and Olkin [40]), in securing bounds for 
confidence sets and coverage probabilities (e.g., Das Gupta et al. [a], Sidak 
[50], Jogdeo [ 191, Dykstra [8]), slippage problems (Karlin and Truax [30]) 
and ranking and selection procedures (e.g., Rinott and Santner [47]). These 
concepts also relate to multivariate Schur functions (e.g., Rinott [46]), log 
concave functions (e.g., Prekopa [42], Bore11 [5]), and multivariate totally 
positive kernels. 
Recent years have witnessed many new developments and discoveries of 
classes of stochastic monotone processes (X,, t > 0, t discrete or continuous} 
where the distribution measure Pl of X, for appropriate initial conditions 
satisfies 
P,-CP, ,for tcs (1.3) 
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especially where ST is the collection of monotone functions on R”, e.g., see 
Harris [17], Kirstein, Franken, and Stoyan [34], Kamae, Krengel, and 
O’Brein [22], and Kamae and Krengel [21]. These authors clarified and 
initiated a series of results concerning representations and convergence 
properties on the realizations of these “monotone” processes. However, the 
abstract characterizations of the orderings (1.2) and (1.3) are difficult to deal 
with in concrete statistical contexts. For these purposes the condition of 
multivariate total positivity is germane. A nonnegative kernel f (x, y) of two 
real variables defined on .Z x y (Z and j? each totally ordered) is said to 
be totally positive of order 2, abbreviated TP,, if the determinant of the 
second-order matrix ]I f(xi, yi)]]f, j= 1 is nonnegative for all choices x, < x2, 
y, < yZ (Karlin [24]). 
A natural approach in defining multivariate total positivity in terms of 
orderings on lattices is the following: Consider a kernel f(x) defined on 
X = X, X ZZ X . X Z,, where each pi is totally ordered satisfying 
fb ” Y) f(x A Y) 2 f(x) f(Y), (1.4) 
where V and A are the corresponding lattice operations, i.e., for 
x = (Xl ) x2 ,...) x,)9 Y = (Yl, YZY.9 Y,) 
x V y = (max(x,, yl), max(x,, J&.., max(x,, YJ> 
and (1.5) 
x A y = (min(x, , yi), min(x,, Yr),..., min(x,, Y,)). 
A kernel with the property (1.4) is called multivariate totally positive of 
order 2 (MTP,). 
It is convenient to introduce the designation that 
A random vector X = (X, ,..., X,) of n-components 
is MTP, if its density is MTP,. 
(1.6) 
In order to check (1.4) it suftices to show that f(x, , x2 ,..., x,) > 0 is TP, 
in every pair of variables where the remaining variables are kept fixed, 
(Lorentz [37], Rinott [46], Kemperman [32]). 
A density f(x) with the inequality direction reversed in (1.4) is called 
multivariate reverse rule of order 2 (MRR,). The companion paper II (271 
elaborates various correlation type inequalities for MRR, densities featuring 
a number of prominent examples and applications. 
When f (x) is an MTP, density on R” with respect to a product measure 
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do(x) (which we write for convenience dx), then the multivariate Tchebycheff 
rearrangement inequality holds, namely, 
j f(x) (D(x) Y4x) dx 2 (j f(x) (D(x) dx) ( j “f(x) w(X) h) (1.7) 
prouided y and 9 are simultaneously monotone increasing or decreasing 
(Sarkar [48]). 
In random variable format (1.7) can be compactly written in the form 
E[9W w(X)1 2 mJwNw(wI) (B is the expectation operator), 
(1.8) 
that is, 
covt9tw, VW) > 0. (1.9) 
Thus, an MTP, random vector X induces an associated set of random 
variables in the sense of Esary, Proschan, and Walkup [ 121, signifying that 
(1.8) holds. We can express (1.9) equivalently as follows. Let A be a 
monotone set in R” i.e., if x E A and x’ > x, then x’ EA. Now for A and B 
monotone 
P(XEAnB}>Pr{XEA}P(XEB}. (1.10) 
The span of MTP, densities incorporate the following classical cases: 
(i) The negative multinomial discrete density is characterized by the 
probability generating function 
@cl 
a 
; q(k) sf’s;* . . sp = 
1 - B,s, - e2s2- -ens, 3 
a > 0, ei > 0, c ei = 1 (1.11) 
(see Sections 3 and 5 for details and a discussion of the multiparameter 
negative multinomial). 
(ii) Consider the density of X = (Xi, X, ,..., X,,) N N(0, C) (normally 
distributed with covariance matrix Z). This is MTP, if and only -,?F’ 
exhibits nonnegative off-diagonal elements (Sarkar [48], Barlow and 
Proschan [4]). 
(iii) If X = (Xi,..., X,) m N(O,Z), then the density of the absolute 
value components IX]= (IX, 1, ]X,],..., IX,]) is MTP, if and only if there 
exists a diagonal matrix D = diag(d,, d, ,..., d,), d, = +1 or -1, with the 
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property that -DZ-‘D exhibits nonnegative off-diagonal elements. (Karlin 
and Rinott [28], the case n = 3 is due to Abdel-Hameed and Sampson (31.) 
(iv) The density of the eigenvalues of certain Wishart matrices is 
MTP, (Dykstra and Hewett [9]). 
Other examples are described in Section 3. 
Among the operations that preserve the MTP, property, we have: 
then 
If f(x) = f(x,, x2,..., x,) is MTP,, (1.12) 
g(x) = ( fi 4-d) f@,(x,), b2(x2),..., W,,)) is MTP,, 
i=l 
(1.13) 
where each ak(xk) is a positive function and bi are all monotone increasing 
(or decreasing). 
If 
f(x) and g(x) are MTP,, then f(x) g(x) is MTP,. (1.14) 
Composition formula. Suppose f (x, y) is MTP, over X x j? and g(y, z) is 
MTP, over ,#Y x %, where Z, j??‘, and % are subsets of possibly different 
Euclidean spaces, then 
h(x, x) = 
I 
f(x, y) g(y, z) dy is MTP, over X x 3. (1.15) 
\ 
A useful consequence of (1.15) concerns marginal densities. Accordingly, 
if 
X = (X, , X, ,..., X,) is MTP, , 
then any subset, say for definiteness, 
X, = (X, , X, ,..., X,) is also MTP, (2 < k < n). (1.16) 
Combinations of the above properties coupled with (1.8) lead to the 
following coverage probability estimates. 
Let f(x) and g(x) be MTP, and p(x), v(x) concordantly monotone, then 
( j f(x) g(x) dx) ( j f(x) g(x) P(X) w(x) dx) 
> (j f(x) g(x) cp(x> dx) (j f(x) g(x) w(x) dx) . (1.W 
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In particular, if 
for x E c C = any rectangle (bounded or unbounded) 
for x 6? C, 
X following the density f(x) which is MTP,, then ,for A and B monotone 
sets 
P{XEC}P(XECnAnB)>P{XECnA}P{XECnB}. 
Let A and B be sets in R” and denote AVB=(u=aVb for aEA, 
bEB} and AAB={v=aAbfor aEA, bEB}. Then ifX is MTP, we 
have 
P(XEAVB}P{XEAAB}>P{XEA)P{XEB}. (1.17b) 
Inequalities (1.17) are sharper than property (1.8) of association. 
It may be generally difficult to check that a set of random variables X = 
(X, 9 x, ,***, X,,) is associated while the verification of the stronger property 
that X is MTP, is often easier. We will display a broad spectrum of MTP, 
densities and by further conditioning and compounding devices we will 
construct new classes of MTP, densities and concomitant associated sets of 
random variables. To illustrate, if f(x) and g(x) are MTP, densities, then 
f(x) g(x) is MTP, by (1.14), but if f(x) and g(x) correspond to associated 
random vectors, then we cannot in general conclude thatf(x) g(x) underlies 
an associated set of random variables. 
In order to ascertain broad classes of stochastic orderings among 
probability measures we need to deal with pairs of densities fulfilling an 
appropriate multivariate version of the monotone likelihood ratio property. 
The hypothesis of the next result is of this kind. 
When f, and f2 are densities on R” satisfying 
f2@ v Y) f,(x * Y> 2 f*(x) fitY> (1.18) 
for all x, y E R”, then 
j P(X) f,(x) dx G 1 P(X) fib) dx holds for all increasing v, ( 1.19) 
(Holley [ 181, Preston [43], Kemperman [32]). 
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We use the following notation for (1.18): 
f2 hF.2 J-1. (1.18a) 
In the univariate case the relation (1.18a) is that f& where defined is 
monotone increasing, i.e., f, has a monotone likelihood ratio with respect to 
f2. 
Consider f (x; A), x E X, 5 E /i, depending on a parameter set n such that 
f (x, A) is jointly MTP, in the variables x and a. In this situation, appeal to 
(1.18) under b’*’ > b(‘), abbreviating f;:(x) = f (x, I,(“), i = 1,2, we secure 
j v(x) f*(x) dx 2 j dx) f,(x) dx for all increasing o(x). 
(1.20) 
An extension of (1.18) involving four functions was featured in Ahlswede 
and Daykin [ 11. 
We close the introduction by reviewing the layout of the paper. In 
Section 2 we present a simple approach to a result of Ahlswede and Daykin 
from which inequalities such as (1.19), (l.l7a, l.l7b), and (1.7)-(1.9) are 
deduced easily. A number of applications of stochastic monotonicity in 
comparing probability densities in R” are indicated. The proof of the 
composition formula (1.15) and ramifications are presented in Section 3. 
A spectrum of important classes of MTP, densities are described in 
Section 3 including the generation of totally positive transition stochastic 
kernels. We already remarked that a MTP, density conveys the fact that the 
underlying random variables are associated. This entails a host of relevant 
statistical and probabilistic inequalities. By conditioning- and compounding 
devices we extend the association inequalities to cover new cases (Section 4). 
Applying the ideas to sequences of random variables we further derive a 
number of moment-type inequalities extending some work of Sidak (5 1 ] and 
Tong [54]. 
In our discussion of the multiparameter negative multinomial density we 
extend a univariate representation formula of Hardy, Littlewood, and Polya. 
More explicitly, a multiparameter negative multinomial density q(k) = 
q(k, p) = P( Y, = k,, Y, = k, ,..., Y,, 7 k,) (Yi is the number of times event 
category i appears before r occurrences of event type 0) having generating 
function 
r 
c q(k) s:‘s:* . . sl” = n Poq I. 
k “=I (1-P (LOISI - P(l.).‘SZ - ‘.. - P(vh%) ’ 
P(u)i > O, ’ p(l.)i = l, - 
i=O 
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satisfies 
P{Y,=k,,Y,=k, ,..., Y,,=k,} 
= 0) 
(1.21) 
In Section 5 this formula and another variants of (1.2 1) are proved and inter- 
preted in relation to MTP, and log concavity properties of q(k). 
Some comments on the implication of MTP, densities in terms of positive 
correlation preservation properties for monotone Markov processes are 
discussed in Section 6. Several inequalities discussed in this paper are quite 
useful in the area of simultaneous test procedures; see Krishnaiah [35]. 
2. CONCEPT AND PROPERTIES OF MULTIVARIATE MONOTONE LIKELIHOOD 
RATIO RELATIONSHIPS 
Let % = n;l=, 4 be a product of totally ordered space 4, i = l,..., n, 
endowed with the natural partial ordering: for x, y E 5 we write x ( y if 
X= (X 19-**, X”), y = (Y i ,..., Yn) satisfy xi Q yi in X1 for i= l,..., n. Let 
o = oI x . x u, denote a product measure on Z where oi are a-finite 
measures on Zj, i= I,..., n. We shall generally use the abbreviations 
doi = dXi and do(x) = dx without ambiguity and I,%f(x) do(x) = 
If(x) dx, etc. Whenever integrals or expectations appear, requirements of 
measurability and integrability are tacitly assumed without further mention. 
For x = (xl ,..., x,,), Y = (v, ,..., Y,, ) in %, define the lattice operations 
x V Y = (max(xl, Ye),..., mm(x,, u,)), 
x A Y = (min(x, , u,) ,... , min(x,, Y,)). 
The following theorem is essentially due to Ahlswede and Daykin [ 11. 
Their formulation consists of embedding the lattice X in a lattice of subsets 
of a finite set. Their proof proceeds by a delicate induction on the number of 
elements in the finite set followed by an approximation argument to extend 
the conclusion to the continuous case. 
Our proof is related to the approach in Karlin [24], Preston [ 141, and 
Kemperman [32] operating via induction on the dimension of Z. 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let f,, fi, f3, and f4 be nonnegative functions on 2T 
satisfying for all x, y E X 
f*(x) f,(Y) < f3(x ” Y) f4(x * Y)* (2-l) 
Then 
Proof. We proceed by induction on the dimension of 3. Since (2.1) 
entails 
f*(x) f*(x) G f&x) f&)5 (2.3) 
the comparison of (2.2) for n = 1 will follow provided we confirm the 
inequality 
I I (fitx) f?(y) + f,(y) f-Ax>) dx dy X<Y 
Q I I t.Atx) fd(y) + fj(y) fd(x)) dx dy. (2.4) X<Y 
To this end, abbreviate for x < y fixed, f,(x) fi(y) = a, f,(y) fi(x) = b, 
f3(x) f4( y) = c, and f,( y) f4(x) = d. It sufftces to establish that a + b < c + d. 
By (2.1) we know d) a, b and, by (2.3), ab < cd. Then a + b Q c + d holds 
since c + d - (a + b) = (l/d)[(d - a)(d - b) + (cd - ab)] > 0. 
In order to advance the induction step we next prove that if f, , f2, f3, f4 
satisfy (2. l), then the (marginals) functions vj(x) = I*” fi(x, x) du,(x), 
j = 1,2,3,4, x E n;:: si continue to satisfy (2.1) on nyz; Xi, i.e., 
(P*(x) (PdY) Q (P36 ” Y) (PAX * Y)* P-5) 
Indeed, (2.5) written out reduces to 
I 1 IfAx, x) fz(y, y) + fib y) f,(y, x)1 dun(x) don(y) X<Y 
(2.6) 
G 
I I 
[f,(x ” Y, x) f,(x A Y, Y) + f&x ” Y, Y) f&x A Y, x)1 do,(x) do,(y). 
X<Y 
Setting a = fib x) fh y), b = f,(x, Y) f,(y, x), c = f& ” y, x) 
f4(x A y, y), and d = f,(x V y, y) f,(x A y, x) we observe again that d > a, b 
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and ab ,< cd by (2.1). Therefore (2.6) obtains as before. The induction 
hypotheses can be applied to yield 
1 v,(x) dx ,f ~26) dx G / PAX) dx I’ w,(x) dx. , 
Substituting for pi(x), the above passes into (2.2). The induction step is 
advanced completing the proof. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let A, B c -& and define 
AVB={aVb:aEA,bEB}, 
AAB=(aAb:aEA,bEB}. 
Denote the indicator function of a set A by 
I,(x) = I 
xEA 
x@A 
and set f, = IA, f2 = I,, f, = IAvB, f4 = IA,,B. Then direct examination of 
cases verities that f, , fi, f3, f4 satisfy (2.1). 
Remark 2.1. If f,, f,, f,, f4 satisfy (2.1) and the same holds for a set of 
functions g,, g,, g,, g,, then the products fi g, , f2 g,, f3 g3, f4 g4 also 
satisfy (2.1). The conjunction of Theorem 2.1 applied to & gi, 
i = 1,2, 3,4,where gi are indicator functions of the type described in 
Example 2.1, yields 
COROLLARY 2.1. If the nonnegative functions f, , f2, f,, f, satisfy (2. l), 
then 
j” fkW/ f&Wdj s,(x)dx~ f4h)dx. (2.7) 
A B AVB .4 AB 
DEFINITION 2.1. A function ~0 : % --, R is said to be increasing 
(decreasing) if x < y implies q?(x) < q?(y) (q(x) > q(y)). 
Let f, , f2 be nonnegative functions on X, satisfying 
f,(x) L(Y) < f4x v Y> f& A Y> (2.8) 
i.e., f2 &,,? f,, see (1.18a) and let rp be an increasing nonnegative function. 
Define 
fT =f,C4 fz* =f,, fT=f2% ff =f,* 
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Then f T, f F, f T, f: satisfy (2.1) and Theorem 2.1 can be applied. When 
l f,(x) da(x) = I f*(x) &r(x) = 1 the assumption that cp is nonnegative can be 
omitted by subtracting a constant, truncating first if necessary and using a 
standard limiting argument. These considerations establish. 
THEOREM 2.2 (Holley [18], Preston [43], Kemperman [32]). Let fi(x) 
and f*(x) be probability densities on X satisfying for all x, y E 27 
f,(x) f*(Y) < f2(x ” Y) f,(x A Y)* (2.9) 
(i.e., f2 &.*f,). Then for any increasing cp on X 
j co(x) fi(x) dx Q j q(x) f*(x) dx. (2.10) 
THEOREM 2.3 (Sarkar [48], Fortuin, Ginibre, and Kasteleyn [ 141, 
Preston [43]). Let f be a probability density with respect to da(x) on S, 
satisfying for x, y E X. 
f(x)f(Y)Gf(x”Y)f(xAY)* (2.11) 
Then for any pair of increasing (or decreasing) functions ~0 and w on X 
we have 
j cp(x) v(x) f(x) do(x) 2 ( j q(x) f(x) do(x)) ( j v(x) f (x) Wxj) . (2.12) 
Proof: Without loss of generality we assume v(x) positive and define 
f2(x) _ w(x) f (x) 
Y ’ 
fi(X) = f (x)9 (2.13) 
where y = j v(x) f (x) do. When w  is increasing, the functions fi and fi 
defined in (2.13) clearly satisfy (2.9) and since f is a probability density, 
{t/G; da = i f*(x) do = 1. 1 nequality (2.10) for the case at hand provides 
. . 
In the following discussion we briefly describe the relationship between the 
results described above and the theory of total positivity. 
PROPOSITON 2.1. Let f (x) = f (x1 ,..., x,), x E S be TP, in every pair of 
arguments when the remaining arguments are held constant, and suppose 
that f(x)f(y) # 0 implies f(u) f(v) # 0 for any x, y E X, x A y < u, 
v<x V y. Then for all x, y EZ 
f(x)f(Y)<f(x”Y)f(xAY)* 
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Proof: (This result is essentially due to Lorentz [31]; see also Rinott 146. 
inequality (2.4)], and Kemperman 132, assertion (i)]). 
Suppose (without loss of generality) x = (XT ,..., x,*, x/(+ , ,..., x,). 
y = (y, ,..., y,, yz+, ,..., yf), where XT > yi, i = l,..., k, and xi < yT, 
j=k+l ,..., n. Then 
.ftx v Y> fb A Y) 
The last expression is a product of two terms which either exceed or equal to 
one by the induction hypothesis: the first term by fixing XT and applying the 
induction hypothesis to the remaining n - 1 variables, and the second by 
fixing yZ ,..., yk. (Note that the denominators are nonzero since they contain 
terms of the form f (u) with x A y < u < x V y.) 
The analysis of Theorem 2.1 shows that when fi and fi satisfy (2.8) then 
the corresponding marginals continue to satisfy (2.8). These facts lead to the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.4. Iff >rpI g and K(x, y) is MTP,, then 
j Ktx, Y) f(y) dy >rpz j+ 0, Y) g(y) dye 
More generally, iff (y) >TpI g(y) and K(x, Y) >rp2 J% Y), then 
j K(X, Y) f(y) & h-ppz j W, Y) g(Y) dye 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
3. MULTIVARIATE TOTAL POSITIVITY OF ORDER 2. 
SOME PROPERTIES AND EXAMPLES 
DEFINITION 3.1. A function f: X + [0, a~) will be called multivariate 
totally positive of order 2 (MTP,) iffor all x, y E 37 
f 6) f(Y) G f (x v Y) f 6 A Y)* (3.1) 
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In this develop some properties of MTP, functions, examples, related 
inequalities, and applications. 
The following proposition is confirmed easily by induction, taking 
cognizance of relation (2.5) from the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let f,, fi, fj, f4 be nonnegative functions on SF 
satisfying for all x, y E SF? 
f,(X)fz(Y)<f,(X” Y)L& AY). (3.2) 
Let ~&,...+k) = Ix,...Is-~+~ f (x 1,.“,xk9xk+l )... ,x,)dxk+l.” dx,, i= 1)...) 4 
(recall dx, = du,(x,)). Then for all x, y E nf= 1 St, we have 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let f be a MTP, function on S?. Then the marginal 
function cp defined on nf= 1 Xi by 
qo(x , ,..*, Xk) = . . I s f(x ,,..., xk,xk+l,..., X,)dXk+, .” dx, (3.3) .f” ,*k+l 
is MTP, . (This is the statement of (1.16) in the Introduction.) 
The following proposition is checked in a straightforward manner. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. (Property (1.14)). Let f and g be MTP, functions. 
Then fg is MTP,. 
The conjunction of Propositions 3.2 and 3.3 imply 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let 5 = nyEl Si, $7 = nyEI pi, % = nfEl %t, 
where Xt, $Y,, and %t are totally ordered spaces. Let f be MTP, on p X 3, 
and g be MTP, on A7 X 3’. Define 
~(Y,z) = j f(Yt x) g(x, z)du(x), 
.&- 
(3.4) 
where as before o = o1 x ... X (I,. 
Then h is MTP, on $Y x %. 
Propositon 3.3 also readily implies : 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Independent random variables have a joint MTP, 
density. 
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Generally a product of nonnegative functions f(x) = fly= 1 fi(xi) is MTP, 
with equality in (3.1). 
The following proposition is elementary. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. If f(x), x E S is MTP,, and q, ,..., cp, are all 
increasing (or all decreasing) functions on .Z, ,..., S’jj, respectively, then the 
function 
v(x) = w(x I~**‘3 xn> = fMx*L (P,(X”)) 
is MTP, on S. 
This implies property (1.13) in the Introduction. 
Propositions 3.2-3.6 provide methods for generating new MTP, functions 
from other MTP, functions. 
We next highlight several important classes of MTP, probability densities. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Normal distribution. Let X = (X, ,.,., X,) - N(a, Z), i.e., 
X follows the density 
f(x) = (2,)-n’* py exp[-f(x - P)’ Nx - r>l, (3.5) 
where ,?-I = B = I( bijj(~,j=, . This density is manifestly TP, in each pair of 
arguments, and hence MTP, if and only if b, < 0 for all i #j (Sarkar [48], 
Barlow and Proschan [4]). Such a matrix B is known as an M-matrix, 
Leontief matrix in the economic literature. 
Consider the partitions Z = (f:: El:), B = (il: 5::) where Z,, and B,, are 
k x k matrices. Then, (Xi ,..., X,) have a normal distribution with covariance 
x,,* If x i ,..., X, have a MTP, density, or equivalently B = C-’ is an M- 
matrix, then by Proposition 3.2 the (marginal) density of (X, ,..., X,) is 
MTP,, and therefore the matrix ET:,’ = B,, - B,2B;1’BZ, is an M-matrix. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Absolute-value multinormal variables. Let X = (X, ,..., X,,) 
be a random vector having density f(x) of (3.5) with p = 0. It is proved by 
Karlin and Rinott [28] that the joint density of (IX, I,,.., 1X,() is MTP, if and 
only if there exists a diagonal matrix D with elements f 1 such that the off- 
diagonal elements of -DZ-‘D are all nonnegative. (The case of n = 3 is due 
to Abdel-Hameed and Sampson [3]). For example, if X - N(0, ,?Y) and 
Z = r + au’, a’ = (a, ,,.., a,,) E R”, r diagonal, or if 
x:=r+ (Ia’ 
( 
PM’ 
Ma’ 1 BP’ ’ 
where a’ = (a, ,..., ok), p’ = (/I,+ i ,..., P,), then (IX, I,..., IX,, I) has an MTP, 
density (Karlin and Rinott [28, Sect. 41). 
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EXAMPLE 3.3 (Dykstra and Hewett [9]). Characteristic roots of random 
Wishart matrices. Consider S distributed as a Wishart random matrix with 
identity covariance matrix. Let S, and S2 be two independent Wishart 
random matrices having the same covariance matrix. The joint density of the 
characteristic roots of S is of the form c nf=r gi(xi) n,<j (Xi - x1)+, c > 0, 
where (x-y)+ =x-y for x> y and (x-y)+ =O for X< y and is 
therefore MTP,. The same is true for the characteristic roots of S, S;’ and 
S,(S, + S2)-‘. This fact was used by Perlman and Olkin [40] in proving 
unbiasedness of certain tests for Manova, whose statistics are functions of 
such characteristic roots. 
EXAMPLE 3.4. Multivariate logistic distribution. Gumbel [ 151 defined 
the multivariate logistic density as 
f(x I ,..., X,) = n! exp - i xi 
i II 
1 + f cpXi 
i=l i=l I 
-(m+ ‘). (3.6) 
The generalized Cauchy kernel k(y) = (l/(1 + cf= r yr)“), yi > 0, i = l,..., n 
is TP, in every pair of variables. We then invoke Propositions 3.3 and 3.6 to 
‘deduce that (3.6) is MTP,. 
The following propositions provide further methods for generating MTP, 
densities. Applications to the multivariate r and F distributions will be given 
in the sequel. 
PROPOSITION 3.7, Let X = (XL,..., X,,) be a random vector of 
independent components X, ,..., X,, each Xi, i = l,..., n, governed by a PF, 
density function fx, (see [24]). Let Y = (Y, ,..., Y,) have a joint MTP, density 
fy on R”, and suppose X and Y are independent. Then Z = X + Y has a 
MTP, density. 
Proof. The joint density of Z is given by 
Since fx, is PF, fx,(zi - yJ is TP, in (zi, yi) and therefore the integrand in 
(3.7) is MTP, in (zr ,..., z,, y1 ,..., y,). 
We know by Proposition 3.2 that fi(z) is MTP, as claimed. 
PROPOSITION 3.8. Let X be as in Proposition 3.7 and let X0 be a random 
variable independent of X having a density fx,. Define Zi = Xi + X0, 
i = l,..., n. Then the joint density of Z = (Z, ,..., Z,) is MTP,. 
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ProoJ The proof is similar to that of Proposition 3.7 with 
. n fz(z, v..., zn) = I 1~1 fxi(Zi - -u> frfyo(x) dx. i= I 
A similar argument also yields the following: 
PROPOSITION 3.9. Let X = (X, ,..., X,,) have independent components 
X , ,..., X,, and assume that each Xi, i = I,..., n, has a density function fx,. Let 
X0 be a positive random variable. If for i = l,..., n, either fXi(u/v) is TP, in 
- 00 < u < co and v > 0, or fXi(uv) is TP, in - 00 < u < 00, v > 0, then both 
random vectors Z = (X,X,, ,..., X,X,) and Z = (X,/X, ,..., X,/X,,) have MTP, 
densities. 
EXAMPLE 3.5. The multivariate gamma distribution. Let X, ,..., X, be 
independent, Xi - r(ai, pi) ai > 1, Bi > 0, i = l,..., n. Then fX,(x) = 
c.~~~-‘e-~~~, x > 0 is a PF, density (see Karlin [24]). If X0 is independent of 
i i ,..., X,, X,, - r(a,,&,), then the vector Z = (Xi +X0 ,..., X, +X0) is said 
to have a multivariate gamma distribution (Ramabhadran [45], see also’ 
Johnson and Kotz [20, p. 2171). By Proposition 3.8, Z has an MTP2 joint 
density. 
EXAMPLE 3.6. Multivariate F distribution. Let Xi - T(ai, pi), oi > 0, 
pi > 0, i = l,..., n. Then fX,(u/v) = c~(u/v)~~-~ e-0iu’” is TP, in u and v 
positive. Proposition 3.9 implies, for example, that if X0,X, ,..., X, are 
independent, with Xi - xti (chi square with v degrees of freedom), then 
z = ((X,/b whl)- ‘,..., (Xn/v,)(X,/v,)-‘) has a joint MTP, density. Z is 
said to follow a multivariate F distribution (Finney [ 131; see also Johnson 
and Kotz [20, p. 2401). 
EXAMPLE 3.7. Absolute value multivariate Cauchy distribution. Let 
x = (X, )...) X,) - N(0, I) and S -x2, X and S independent. Set 
z = (Z, ,..., Z,) = $, +,..., -g 
( 
X 
1 
Z is said to have a multivariate Cauchy distribution (Johnson and Kotz [20, 
p. 1231). 
Then (I Z, I,..., IZ, I) h ave a joint MTP, density. This follows by the same 
argument as the previous example since e-uZ”‘2 is TP, in u, v > 0. 
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The following proposition presents a class of MTP, densities. 
PROPOSITON 3.10 (Barlow and Proschan [4]). Let Y = (Y,,..., Y,) 
describe the evolution of a Markov chain (i.e., the successive time 
realizations) with TP, transition probability densities. Then Y has a MTP, 
joint density. 
Proof. Let P(Yi E A 1 Yi-, = y) = I, fi(x, y) do,(x), i = 2 ,..., n and 
P( Y, E A) = 1, fr(x) da,(x). The Markovian hypothesis implies that the joint 
density of Y with respect to c = u1 x . . X (T, is given by the product 
fi( y,) fi( y,, y,) . . . f,,( y,, ynel), which is MTP, by Proposition 3.3 since 
each fi( yi, yi- ,), i = 2 ,..., n, is assumed to be TP,. 
The scope of applications of Proposition 3.10 is enhanced in view of a 
theorem by Karlin and McGregor [26] (see also Karlin [24, p. 381) which 
indicates that the transition density of a temporally homogeneous strong 
Markov process on the real line, having continuous sample paths (with 
probability one) is totally positive. The same applies to any birth-death 
process. 
PROPOSITION 3.11. Let X1,..., X, be a sample of i.i.d. random variables 
Xi having a density functionJ Then the joint density of the order statistics 
X (,, ,..., XC”) is MTP, . 
Proof. The joint density of XC,, ,..., XC,,) is given by n!g(x, ,..., x”) 
IX’= I f (Xi), where 
dx , ,--*, XJ = I 
1, XI < ‘.’ <x, 
0 otherwise. 
A direct verification shows that g is MTP, and the result follows. 
Remark. Note that if f (x + y) is TP,, then the “interval times” 
Di=Xtij-Xci-,), i= l,..., n, where X,,, = 0 have the joint MTP, density 
f(d , ,..., d,) = n! f (d,) f (d, + d2) ... f (d, + ... + d,). 
We conclude this section with a discrete example. 
EXAMPLE 3.8. The negative multinomial distribution. Consider the 
density 
f (k, v..., k,) = r(N+CY=l ki) PN fi pki (J’J;=lki!)T(N) O i=l ” (3.9) 
ki = 0, 1, 2 ,..., i = l,..., n. Since the classical gamma function f(x + y) is 
TP,, it follows that f (k, ,..., k,) is MTP,. 
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4. PROBABILITY INEQUALITIES OF MTPz VARIABLES AND 
CONCEPTS OF POSITIVE DEPENDENCE 
The relations between multivariate total positivity and concepts of positive 
dependence with attendant probability inequalities has been dealt with from 
varying viewpoints and interests by many authors (e.g., Sarkar [48], Esary 
and Proschan [ 10, Ill, Fortuin, Kasteleyn, and Ginibre [ 141, Barlow and 
Proschan [4], Sidak [50]). 
We do not attempt to provide a comprehensive account of the subject in 
the present paper, but rather to emphasize some basic results and new 
aspects. 
THEOREM 4.1 (Sarkar [48]). Let X = (X, ,..., X,) be a random vector 
having a MTP, joint density f with respect to some product measure 
u=ol x ... XO, on R”. Then for any increasing function (o: Rk --) R, 
1 < k < n we have that 
is increasing in xk+ , ,..., x, . 
Remark 4.1. This property is called the conditional monotone regression 
endowment by Lehman [36]. 
Proof: Let xk+ , < xc+, ,..., x, < x,* and define 
xk) = f (x, ,*.., xk, x;+ 1 ,a-*,x,*) 
f(G+ 1 ,..., 47 ’ 
where&x,+, ,..., X,) = I ..’ j” f(X, ,..., Xn) du,(x,) ... do,(x,). 
The result now follows by Theorem 2.2 once it is verified that f, and fi 
satisfy condition (2.9) on Rk. This task is straightforward. 
In probabilistic terms Theorem 2.3 can be expressed as follows. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let X = (X, ,..., X,,) have a joint MTP, density. Let p 
and IJI be increasing (or both decreasing) on R”. Then 
Eb’tX) v(X)1 2 (E[dWIWE[w(WI). (4-l) 
Equivalently, Cov{p(X) v(X)} > 0. 
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DEFINITION 4.1 (Esary, Proschan, and Walkup [ 121). Let X = 
v , ,..., X,) be a random vector satisfying 
COVMW VW)~ 2 0 (4.2) 
for any pair of increasing (or decreasing) function (p and w. The components 
of x, x, )...) X, are said to be associated. 
Thus, existence of a MTP, density implies association. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let f and g be MTP, functions with respect to 
o = o, x x un on X. Then for any pair of increasing (or decreasing) 
functions rp and w 
(1 &>f(x)Wx) K j&4 v(x) dx)f(x)d+)) 
> (,,(x) &)fW Wx))(j W(X) gWfWW). (4.3) 
ProoJ The product fg is MTP, by Proposition 3.3. Therefore, by (4.1) 
( .f (P(X) w(x) f (xl g(x) Wx) 1 f (x> g(x) d+) 1 
> 
( 
s (P(x) f (4 g(x) Wx) s ~4x1 f 6) g(x) Wx) 
s f (xl g(x) WI I( If (xl g(x) Wx) ) 
and (4.3) ensues. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Let X = (X, ,,.., X,) have a joint MTP, densityJ Setting 
& , ,-**, xn) = I 
1, ai Q Xi < bi 
0 otherwise, 
i = l,..., k, where k < 1 < n we obtain, in particular, 
p(% <xl <b,,...,ak<Xk< bkrxk+, < b,, ,,..., X, < b,) 
x Ph <xl < b, ,..., ak < xk < bk) 
>/P(a,gX,gb,,...,ak~Xkgbk,Xk+I~bk+,,...,X,~b,) 
x P(a, <x, < b, ,..., ak <x, < b,, x,, , < b,, , ,..., X,, < b,). 
Many applications are based on the following: 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let X = (X, ,..., X,) be associated random variables 
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and let q~, ..., v)~ be nonnegative functions on 
decreasing). Then 
R” all increasing (or all 
(4.4) 
In particular, if q,(X) = pi(Xi), i = l,..., n, (4.4) becomes 
EIVl(Xl) “’ rP/l(xf7)1 > f1 E[(pi(Xi)]* (4.5) 
i=I 
Proof. This follows easily by induction from the definition of 
association. 
Remark 4.1. Specialization of (4.5) yields 
P(X, 2 Cl ,.*a, xn 2 ‘n) > fi p(xi > ci), 
i=l 
(4.6a) 
(4.6b) 
Remark4.2. It is well known (see Esary, Proschan, and Walkup [ 121) 
that the union of independent sets of associated random produces an 
enlarged set of associated random variables. Clearly increasing functions of 
associated random variables are again associated. It follows, for example, 
that if X = (X, ,..., X,) and Y = (Y, ,..., Y,) are independent vectors each with 
associated components, then the components of Z = (2, ,..., 2,) = X + Y or 
W = min(X, Y) are associated so that inequalities of the type (4.1) or (4.4) 
continue to hold. 
Thus, in particular if X and Y both have MTP, densities, then association 
of (Z, ,***9 Z,) is retained. However, Z need not have a joint MTP, density. In 
order to see that the convolution of MTP, densities need not be MTP, 
consider two trivariate normal distributions with zero mean vectors and 
covariance matrices 
1 P P 
A= p 1 p p>o ! 1 PP 1 
and 
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Direct calculations shows that --A -’ and -B -’ exhibit nonnegative off- 
diagonal elements and by Example 3.1 the corresponding densities are 
MTP,. For large enough k the matrix -(A + B)-’ has some negative off- 
diagonal terms implying that the convolution is not MTP,. Similarly, it can 
be shown that the convolution of negative multinomial variables with 
different sets of parameters (and r > 3) need not be MTP,. The latter 
example be discussed in Section 5. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let XI,..., X, be exchangeable random variables 
having a joint MTP, density. Designate 
c,(a) = P(X, < a ,..., X, < a), m = l,..., n, co(a) = 1. (4.7) 
Thenforall-ao <a<co 
cm- ,(a> cm+ ,(a) 2 44, m = l,..., n - 1. (4.8) 
Proof. For x E R” define 
g(x)= :, I 
if x, ,..., x,- , Q a 
otherwise, 
rpb)= ; 
I 
if x,<a 
otherwise, 
v(x)= :, 
I 
if x ,+,<a 
otherwise. 
Since I+J and w  are decreasing and g is MTP,, Corollary 4.1 applies. 
Substituting the prescribed functions in (4.3), inequality (4.8) ensues. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Under the conditions of Proposition 4.1, (c,(a))““’ is 
decreasing in m. 
EXAMPLE 4.2 (Tong [54], Sidak [5 1 I). Let X = (X, ,..., X,) N ~(0, C) 
where 
1 p .‘. p 
c= f.. P. i: . p -.1 . . 1 
and p > 0. Then the conditions of Proposition 4.1 hold (see Example 3.1). In 
particular, P’lm(X, < a ,..., X, < a) is decreasing in m. As a special case, we 
obtain 
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P(X, < a,..., 
i= I 
which can also be obtained directly on the basis of Corollary 4.2 (see 
Remark 4.1). 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let X1,..., X, be as in Proposition 4.1 and let S be a 
positive random variable. Denote 
d,,,(a) = P(X,/S < a ,..., X,/S < a), m = l,..., n, d,,(a) = 1. 
Then 
m = l,..., n - 1. (4.9) 
Proof: Let F be the distribution function of S. Then 
d, + ,(a) = j P(X, < as,..., X,, 1 < as) Ws) 
= c 
i 
m + 1 (as> W). 
Reference to Proposition 4.1 and application of Schwarz’s inequality yields 
-’ 
= d;(a) d;l_ 1(a). 
EXAMPLE 4.3. Take X, ,..., X,, as in Example 4.2 and let S* be an 
independent & (chi square) variable. Then 
j/$&/S,..., X,/S) 
T = (T, ,..., 7’,,) = 
h as a multivariate t distribution (Dunnett and Sobel [7]). 
The inequalities resulting from the monotonicity of d:“(a) were obtained by 
Tong [54] and Sidak [51]. 
Remark 4.3. Let S - W”(V, Z) (n x n Wishart matrix with v degrees of 
freedom and covariance matrix Z). It was shown by Karlin and Rinott [28] 
that a sufficient condition for association (Definition 4.1) of the diagonal 
elements of S, the terms S, ,..., S, is the existence of a diagonal matrix D 
whose diagonal elements are f 1, such that the off-diagonal elements of 
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-DC-‘D are nonnegative (see Example 3.2). Under this condition we obtain 
(4.10) 
and if S = (S,, S, ,..., S,) is associated and independent of X where 
X - N(0, w), then for any covariance matrix I+V 
p(lxl IsI G al 9+**9 Ix” Vsn < un) > fi p(JxiI/si < ui>* (4.11) 
i=l 
Proof of (4.11). Sidak [49] proved for any w, X - N(0, w) implies 
ax, I < a, ,***3 IxnI GunI 3 fi p(lxil < ui)* (4.12) i=l 
Let S = (S, ,..., S,) be associated positive random variables. Then 
P(lX,I Ga,S ~r~~~rlX.I~a,S”~=~P~l~,I~als,,...,IX,1~a”s,~dF,(s) 
2 
J  ^
,oI p(Ixil Q uisi) @As) (by (4.12)) 
2 lnI J p(Ixil G uisi> @S,tsi) 0-v (4.4) 
since S , ,..., S, are associated and P(JXi( < ais,) are increasing in si). 
= ir P((Xi( ~ UiSi). 
i=l 
Remark 4.4. The inequality 
P(lX, I > a, ,***9 Ixn12un>> fi P(lXil>ui)9 (4.13) 
i=l 
where X - N(0, Z) is not true for all covariance matrices C (Sidak [SO]). 
Conditions for the density of (IX,],..., 1X,() to be MTP, were given in 
Example 3.2. Under these conditions, (4.13) clearly holds and inequalities of 
the type 
P(lX, I/S, > a, ,***, IxnVsn > ao) > fi p(IxiI/si > ui> (4.14) 
i=l 
with S, ,..., S, as in Remark 4.3 are valid adapting the same arguments. The 
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inequalities (4.13) and (4.14) were first established by Khatri [33] under 
certain covariance structures. 
For a discussion of related inequalities see Sidak [ 50,5 11. 
Remark 4.5. One-sided inequalities of the type 
(4.15a) 
and 
P $> a, ,..., 
1 I 
$>a,,! > fi P 1 $>a/[ (4.15b) 
can be derived, but subject to certain restrictions. 
We state the result formally. 
Let X - N(0, 22) where aij > 0 for ail i, j and take ai all of one sign. 
Assume (S, , S, ,..., S,) are associated positive random variables. Then (4.15) 
holds. The proof paraphrases the analysis of (4.11) using a well-known 
inequality of Slepian [ 531 pertaining to one-sided multinormal probabilities. 
5. MULTIPARAMETER NEGATIVE MULTINOMIAL DISTRIBUTION 
The richness, and perhaps complexity, of the subject will be illustrated in 
this section by a more detailed discussion of the multiparameter negative 
multinomial distribution. Related problems arise in the multinomial case and 
will not be discussed here. Some results in this latter case appear in Karlin 
and Rinott [29]. 
Let 
xC”) = (x(11’),..*, xy> (5.1) 
be independent vectors, where 
P(,i”’ = k, ,..., x’,“’ = k,) = (k + .” + W pc ). fj p:‘,i 
n;=, k,! ’ i=, ’ 
(5.2) 
for ki nonnegative integers, i = I,..., n, and CyzO pcvji = 1, v = l,..., r. 
Note that (5.2) coincides with (3.9) for N= 1 and then (5.1) is MTP,. 
Observe also that the N-fold convolution of the densities of (5.2) with 
P (v)l = pr, i = O,..., n, independent of Y generates the negative multinomial 
distribution (3.9). Now consider the random vector 
Y = (Y, ,...) y,) = i Jrp’) (5.3) 
“=I 
for the multiparameter context of (5.1) and (5.2). 
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If the parameter sets pCUj = (J+~,),,,..., Pan),,) are not coincident with respect 
to v = l,..., r, the distribution of Y is now a convolution of nonidentical 
densities of type (3.9). In general, Y does not have a MTP, density, as will 
be indicated below. However, recall that the MTP, property of XC”) implies 
association of all the components of X(I),..., XCr) and hence of the sums 
Y , ‘..., Y,,. (See Remark 4.2) Therefore, inequalities of the nature of 
E[9D(Y) y/(Y)1 2 49WI Ely/(Y)l (5.4) 
when 9 and I+V are monotone in the same direction hold. 
The integral representation given in the next theorem, of value in itself, 
provides some access in assessing the nature of MTP, property. 
THEOREM 5.1. 
X exp 
Remark 5.1. This integral representation expresses a set of 
multiparameter negative multinomial probabilities as a compounding of a 
multiparameter multinomial with a generalized multivariate gamma density. 
This generalizes the formula which calculates the standard univariate 
negative binomial distribution as a mixture of the binomial with a gamma 
density. 
Proofof(5.5). First note that 
P(Y, = k, ,..., Y, = k,) 
where the sum extends over the collection of all integers ItV)i, v = l,..., r, 
i = l,..., n, satisfying 
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Expanding each term (CL_ I ~(,,,~t*,)~~ gives 
where the sum is governed by prescriptions (5.7). In view of (5.6) Eq. (5.5) 
results after rearranging terms in (5.8) and recognition of the gamma 
function 
i 
O” t’W+ + he-~ dt = r(l(“,, + “’ + I(“jn + 1). 
0 
In representation (5.5) (assume for definiteness r > n) consider the linear 
change of variables 
r 
‘i= C P(u)ituY i = 1, 2 ,..., n, 
u=l 
appended by a judicious choice of other linear combinations 
zi = CL=, bCUut, such that the augmented r x T matrix p= J]P, BII is of full 
rank where P=lI~~~~illL~.i’~~ and B=ll~~,,ilI~=,.l=.+,. 
Then the change of variables zi = CL=, &ut, i = 1,2 ,..., n, in (5.8) yields 
P( Y, = k, ,..., Y, = k,) (5.9) 
where c > 0 and w(z, ,..., z,) = 1 on the conical set 
L={z=(z * )..., zr) = tP: t = (fl )...) t,) > O}, (5.10) 
and zero otherwise. The function v is MTP, if and only if L is a lattice. 
When w  is MTP, then the integrand in (5.9) is MTP, and hence, by 
Proposition 3.2, P{ Y, = k, ,..., Y,, = k,} is MTP, in k. 
The characterization of matrices P for which the image of the positive 
orthant L of (5.10) is a lattice and of parameter matrices P which can be 
appropriately augmented to such P is still open. Several examples can be 
constructed satisfying the requirements that L is a lattice. This problem and 
further examples will be elaborated in Karlin and Rinott [29]. 
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We now show that P(Y, = k, ,..., Y, = k,) need not always be MTP,. Let 
n = 3, r = 2, and p(,,,, = l/6, p(l)1 = l/h ~(1,2 = 0, P(W = l/3, P(Z,O = l/6, 
P (2)l = 03 P(2)2 = l/2, and pc2j3 = l/3, then by direct calculation 
P(X, = 0, x2 = 0, x, = k3) P(X, = 1, x, = 1, x, = k3) 
<P(X,=O,X,= l,X,=k,)P(X,= l,X,=O,X,=k,), (5.11) 
indicating that P( Y, = k, , Y, = k,, Y2 = k3) is not TP, in the variables k, 
and k,. 
We close this section with another formula for calculating the probabilities 
P(Y = k) normalized differently. Specifically, we present an integral 
representation of the quantities 
n;=, ki ! 
(k, + ... + k, + r) 
P(Y,=k,,Y,=k, ,..., Y,=k,,=Q,‘ (5.12) 
generalizing a formula of Hardy, Littlewood, Polya [ 16, p. 1641 of the 
univariate case. 
We state this formally. 
THEOREM 5.2. With Qk defined in (5.12), we have 
where s,= 1 - CL:\ s, and the region of integration is s,. > 0, 
v = l,..., r - 1, CL=: s, < 1. 
Formula (5.13) can be regarded as a compounding of a multiparameter 
multinomial with the Dirichlet density. 
The proof of (5.13) is smilar to that of Theorem 5.1 relying on the 
formula for the multivariate beta function. 
Formula (5.13) can be viewed presenting Qk as a multidimensional 
moment sequence. It follows on the basis of (5.13) that log[Qk] is .StriCtly 
convex with respect to k. This fact and related matters will be discussed 
more extensively elsewhere. 
6. SOME MTP, PROPERTIES OF STOCHASTIC PROCESSES 
In this section we briefly discuss the relevance of MTP, functions in the 
context of monotone stochastic processes. Characterizations of monotone 
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processes and corresponding limit theorems were investigated in recent 
papers, e.g., see Harris [ 171, Kamae, Krengel, and O’Brien [22], Kirstein. 
Franken, and Stoyan [34]. 
Let (X,, I > O} be a stationary Markov process whose state space is a 
lattice s = -X, X X %n where ,q are totally ordered sets. Let p(t, x, y), 
f > 0, x, y E Z be the transition density of the process, with respect to a 
product measure on %, denoted by dy. Set p(t, x, A) = J,, p(t, x,y) dy. Given 
a distribution Q on X, let U,&(A) = I I p(r, x, A) Q(dx), that is, U, Q is the 
distribution of X, where X, - Q. Let .F denote the class of increasing 
functions defined on .%“. The following problems are of interest. 
(i) Let p,, pz be transition densities and let Q, , Q, be distributions 
on .%‘. Find conditions on p,, pz and Q,, Qz such that Q, ~7 Q, (see (1.2)) 
entails 
(6.1) 
where Uj”Q(A) = (( pi(t, x, A) Q(dx). That is, when is the stochastic 
ordering at the initial time maintained for all later times t? 
(ii) Determine conditions under which 
U,,Q>sU,,Q for t, > t,, (6.2) 
i.e., the process is stochastically increasing with time. 
(iii) Suppose X, N Q satisfies 
~kml) Iv(%)1 > (~k@cl>l)@~w(xo)l) (6.3) 
for any cp, IJI E Y (the property of association, see (1.8)). Let X, - U,Q. 
Find conditions under which the association property is preserved as the 
process evolves. (For a complete characterization with a finite state space, 
see Harris [ 171.) 
Pertaining to problem (i) the following proposition comes out directly 
from Theorem 2.4 : 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let Q, and Q2 have density functions q, and q2, 
respectively, and suppose for a fixed t that 
9*(x) >TPZ 41(x) (see (1.18a)) 
and (6.4) 
P&x, Y) >TP* P&T x7 Y) in (x, Y). 
Then Uj”Q, >TPI U/“Q, >TP2 Uj” Q, and (6.1) follows. (In the last 
comparison >rP2 refers to the densities of the distributions Uj”Q,.) 
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Concerning problem (iii), we have 
PROPOSITION 6.2. Let X, - Q, and suppose X, is associated (i.e., (6.3) 
holds), and p(t, x’, y) >TPZ p(t, x, y) as a function of y for all x’ > x (tjixed). 
Then X, is associated. 
Proof. Observe that under the conditions prescribed p(t, x, y) is MTP, in 
y. Therefore by Theorem 2.3 
j CP(Y) V(Y) P(t, x7 Y) dy > j V(Y) p(t, x, Y> dy) (j V(Y) p(t, x, Y) dy)) (6.5) 
for ~7, w  E Sr. Theorem 2.2 affirms for rp EST that 1 q(y) p(t, x, y) dy is 
increasing in x. Therefore, with rp, w  EST, we have 
E[rp(W VW1 
ZZ j P(Y) V(Y) j p(t, x7 Y) QVx) 
1 I 
dy 
= 
j!j 
CP(Y) V(Y) ~(t, x3 Y) dy 
I 
Q(dx) 
> 
JO 
(P(Y) ~0, ~9 Y) dy 
K 
j V(Y) ~0, ~9 Y) dy 
) 
Q(dx) (by (6.5)) 
> 
(jj 
(P(Y) PC& x2 Y> dy Q(d4 
)( 
jj W(Y) P(G x3 Y) dy Q(dx) 
) 
(by association) 
= (E[rp(X,>l)(E[w(X,)l). 
The principal known examples of monotone processes occur with a one- 
dimensional state space. We present some examples (cf. Karlin [23]). 
(1) Suppose P, is a TP, Markov transition matrix (for i, j = 0, 1,2,...). 
Then the n step transition density P$’ is TP, in the time variable n and state 
variable j [lot. cit.]. Accordingly, X,, I >TPI X,, where X0 = 0 and X, has 
the density of {PC’}, j= 0, 1,2 ,.... The same conclusion obtains for a 
Markov TP, transition kernel p(x, y) on x, y > 0. Then defining recursively 
p,(x, z) = j p(x, y) p,,- I(y, z) dy there evolves the monotone stochastic 
ordering X,,, 1 > X, where X, has the density ~“(0, y) provided X0 = 0. 
Analogous results obtain for diffusion processes on the line and birth-death 
processes since the transition density is always TP, in these cases. 
Other examples in this vein involve absorption and first passage 
probability comparisons for TP, processes (see Karlin [23]). 
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(2) Let f(r) be a symmetric PF, density, i.e., f(r) has a Laplace 
transform 
1 w 
;f? f(tJ eP” &= 
--oo rpI (4 -u;s2> 
with y > 0, ~2; > 0, and 0 < cFEO a; + y < co. Let X,, X2 ... be i.i.d. random 
variables distributed according to f(l). Form the process 
(x,+x,+“‘+x,)=s,. Then S, is a symmetrically stochastically 
increasing process, meaning that for any increasing rp(l xl) in 1 xl, we have 
wherefsn(l) is the density function of S,. 
(3) The direct product of marginal TP, processes with transition 
density P(x, y) = ny= r Pi(xi, yi) is MTP, . The process governed by the 
kernel P(x, y) inherits the properties of Proposition 6.2. 
Further results and examples of MTP, and monotone processes will be 
discussed elsewhere. 
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